Reflections on “Vaccine Hesitancy”
By David Chandler
I am not “vaccine hesitant.” I am a Covid “vaccine” refuser. How is it legitimate to impose a label that
mischaracterizes and downplays the opinions or actions of others who are perfectly able to speak for
themselves? Hesitancy describes someone in a state of flux, someone who is wavering or who lacks
the moral courage to commit to a decision. It’s not the right word to describe someone who is saying,
“Hell No!” Not only is it not the right word, it is clearly the wrong word. The term “vaccine
hesitancy” is being used manipulatively to mute dissent. It is therefore propaganda, pure and simple.
My decision to not take the Covid “vaccines” was made very early on. “Warp speed” says it all.
Vaccines require prolonged testing, far more than regular drug testing. Thalidomide and Vioxx come to
mind as historic drug disasters (look them up if you are not old enough to remember), but for all the
damage they did, they were prescribed for limited target populations. Vaccines, on the other hand, are
intended to be universal. If the roll-out is successful but the vaccine turns out to be flawed, the
resulting devastation could be immeasurable. If, for instance, a long-term side-effect of a vaccine
turned out to be sterility or infertility, it could literally trigger extinction. How could that be ruled out
in this case when normal animal testing was cut short, human testing was less than 9 months, and
pregnant women were excluded from the testing pool? How could pregnant women and young girls
then be given the vaccinations with assurances that the vaccines are “safe and effective,” especially for
them? Imagine my consternation when it was shown in biodistribution studies that the lipid
nanoparticles that carry the spike-protein-producing mRNA concentrate in the ovaries
(https://undercurrents723949620.wordpress.com/2021/06/27/vaccine-causes-lipid-nanoparticles-toaccumulate-in-ovaries/), and that menstrual disorders and miscarriages occur at elevated levels, post
vaccine.
How is it that “myocarditis” is now a household word? How is it that VAERS, (the official adverse
events reporting database, designed and maintained by the CDC), is disparaged by the CDC as flawed,
while the public discussion is diverted into parsing the difference between coincidence and causality?
Have you ever looked at OpenVAERS for yourself (https://openvaers.com/covid-data )? Have you read
any of the individual narrative reports that are included? How strongly do you believe in coincidence?
(BTW, dose dependence of an effect is a sign of causality, and many of the adverse events in VAERS,
including myocarditis, have higher incidence after a second dose.) OpenVAERS has recently added a
new Child Report page, with over 34,000 reports as of February 11, 2022.
Have you seen the forensic autopsy evidence of T-lymphocytes attacking heart tissue of people who
died post vaccination? https://odysee.com/@DotConnectorReports:e/Doctors-for-Covid-Ethics-AnInterdisciplinary-Symposium-II---Sounding-the-Call-:9?
r=CwXyu58QiReBae4KHMUhz8HwVMaj86RX&t=1327
...and extensive, never before seen, white fibrous blood clots, reported by embalmers as blocking both
veins and arteries of vaccinated individuals? https://odysee.com/@BannedVideos:8/Embalmers-FindVeins-and-Arteries-Filled-with-Never-Before-Seen-Rubbery-Clots:6?
r=CwXyu58QiReBae4KHMUhz8HwVMaj86RX&t=18
It will probably take a while before these reports make it to mainstream news.
By the way, I haven’t even started to talk about issues like massive financial conflict of interest, coverups of lab origin, use of euphemisms like “gain of function research” and legalistic quibbles about the

definition of “gain of function” for what is blatantly bio-warfare research. And by the way, I haven’t
even mentioned Bill Gates or Anthony Fauci or Klaus Schwab or psychopathic personality disorder.
And then there are the mandates, the push for Covid passports, the trucker convoys, the suspension of
Parliament in Canada, and Covid concentration camps in Australia and elsewhere.
This is a lot bigger than just public health. Put me down as “Hell No!” Will my saying that publicly
promote “vaccine hesitancy”? I hope so.

